
crafts
contains:
2 packs of glitter
25 helmet patterns
25 shield pieces
25 cross-shaped pieces
25 triangles
25 circles with “Armour” and stars
25 pieces of curly ribbon of 50cm
100 foamy pieces
250 small stars

1.helmet of salvation

materials
Helmet pattern
Curly ribbon or string
Optional: colors

instructions
1. Cut out the helmet pattern.
2. Color it to your liking.
3. Tie the curly ribbon or string into the holes on both ends.
4. Remove the holes in the center. 
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2.shield of faith

materials
Complete shield pattern (1 per child)
Shield center pieces out of color 
paper or foamy (4 pieces per child)
Cross pattern
Glitter
Glue

instructions
1. Cut out each piece in the form of a shield.
2. Cut out the four pieces of foamy or color paper.
3. Cut out the piece in the form of a cross.
4. Color the shield.
5. Paste the four pieces of foamy / color paper on the shield (this will look like a smaller shield, look at 
the sequence of images to help you).
6. Color the cross, apply some glue on the word FAITH and then add diamond.
7. Finally, glue the cross over the foamy / color paper pieces. 
Optional: cut a strip about 5cm wide x 10 long and stick it behind the shield like a handle. Students can 
put their hand inside to hold the shield.
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3.bookmark
materials
Corner piece
Circles with text
Small star sequins
Glue or tape

instructions
Cut out the bookmark corner piece and the circles with the logo.
Make the folds in the marked lines (these look like pointed ears), now glue them together on top of each 
other, the inside does not stick. In the end you should have the fi gure of a triangle.
Allow your students to color the logo fi rst and then stick the stars in the spaces indicated.
Now paste the circle on the triangle.
Open the inner part of the separator a little and put it on some sheet of your Bible or book.
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